HUNT TAMMANY IN SLUSH FUND OF INTERBOROUGH

Thompson Inquirers Seek Trace of A. Freedman as Bag Carrier.

SHORTS, IN BED, TO BE WITNESS

Gross Admits He Got $30,000—Daugher for Young. B. R. T. Platn, Japplid.

WARSHPES IDLE, SHORT OF MLEN

Three Unable to Art with Atlantic Fleet for Lack of Crews.

ALL SHIPS NEED LARGER PERSONNEL

Admiral Fletcher Tells Committee at least 8000 are Required.

VANDERBILT RAPS GAG OF DANIELS

At Mayors Convention Democrats Slinging of Naval Officers.

COUNTRY NEEDS THEIR COUNSEL

Michel Tells Representatives of Eight Cities Necessity for National Preparedness.

U.S. INDICTS 100 BREWING FIRMS

Grand Jury Charges Companies with Election Conspiracy.

BREWERS ASSOCIATION OF N. Y. ALSO NAMED

Corporations Accused of Illegally Contributing to National Campaigns.

TRENDAL WELCOMES T. R.

Cleveland and Wife Delighted by Trip Through West Tonight.

IN CONGRESS SPURS OIL REPEAL

Farmers Using Stripped Threshing Bins as Wagon-Fan in Farmers' Association.

MARJORIE STERRETT

whose dime started the fund to build the U. S. America, will appear with leading theatrical people at the

HIPPODROME

Sunday Night March 5, 1916.

CONGRESS SPURS OIL REPEAL

Farmers Using Stripped Threshing Bins as Wagon-Fan in Farmers' Association.

March is Broadway's tribute to the cause launched by a 13-year-old Brooklyn school girl—a cause sweeping from coast to coast, enlisting the sympathy, support and dollars of patriotic people everywhere—backed by leading newspapers in scores of cities.

Here's your chance to see a wonderful performance and at the same time to give your share toward Uncle Sam's new battle ship.

SOUZA AND BAND

head the list, of which they are but one of the many big features.
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